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Traditional 
hydraulic 
modelling

(p.4)

Shallow water equations (1D/2D)

Depth-averaged velocity

Subcritical & supercritical

Upstream & downstream BCs



Volume of fluid 
method

(pp.5-6)

Phase fraction

 interFoam

 interIsoFoam



The problem
(p.4)

What if …

you want to compare VOF results with 
hydraulic modelling results?

you want your VOF BCs to match up 
with your hydraulic BCs?



depthflow rateThe problem
(pp.4,6-12)

depth

depth-averaged 
velocity



The general idea for 
depthOutlet



Creating 
depthOutlet

Which field? 

𝛼𝛼

𝑢𝑢

𝛼𝛼 = 0



Creating 
depthOutletVelocity

Calculate flow rate 𝑄𝑄 from 𝛼𝛼 and 𝑢𝑢

Calculate cross-sectional area 𝐴𝐴 from 𝛼𝛼

Calculate average velocity 𝑉𝑉 = 𝑄𝑄/𝐴𝐴



Creating 
depthOutletVelocity

Which cells to set this average velocity…

All of them?

Those below depth?

Something else?



Applied across 
whole patch

air too fast



Applied below 
depth

seems to work



Applied below 
depth

then fills up



Applied below 
depth

then empties



Applied below 
depth

then settles out



Applied below 
depth + buffer

works from start



The code in pictures for 
depthOutletVelocity

(pp.13-18)



Declaration
.H



Definition
.C



Fields
.C



Geometry
.C



Marking cells
.C



Applying the 
velocity

.C



Does it work in 
general cases?

sometimes

Tested how general it was by 
translating and rotating the mesh first

Works if the mesh aligns (or nearly 
aligns) with Cartesian coordinates

Could be more general but there were 
problems if the velocity was applied 
only normal to the patch



Also a function object for 
depth-averaged velocity

(pp.19-22)



Declaration
.H



Definition
.C



Geometry
.C



Looping over 
the bins

.C



Looping over 
the bins

.C



Looping over 
the bins

.C



Questions?
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